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This article investigates the interaction between society, government and news media during the 1730s shipworm disaster in the Netherlands. It focuses on the quality of the information news media provided and the effects the governmental use of news media while addressing the population had in activating them to fight against the shipworm. The article demonstrates that newspapers did not neglect the topic for at least two years following the discovery of the shipworm, nor did they include much information about governmental policies against the disaster. However, more news circulated in pamphlets and news digests, many of which were advertised in the newspapers. The article concludes that the news media reacted soberly to the shipworm disaster.
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Introduction

The Netherlands have long depended on sea dikes anchored by wooden palisades. During the early autumn storms of 1730, however, even recently installed poles suddenly broke off. This was strange and gravely threatening, since holes in the sea dikes would naturally lead to serious flooding in more extreme weather conditions. In 1730, the damage was first perceived on the Zeelandic isle of Walcheren, during the following year in West Frisia – near the small city of Medemblik –, and subsequently in other North Sea coastal areas and harbours. In the beginning, not much was known about the agent of the damage, which was caused by the *teredo navalis*, a marine bivalve mollusc. The lack of understanding partially explains why it took so long before it became clear how the molluscs could be successfully combatted. In the meantime, various explanations were presented, not only in the affected areas, but also in regions where similar wooden constructions were used for water defence. The infestation aroused anxious reactions across the eighteenth-century Dutch Republic.
So far, the historiography has mainly focused on analysing the course of the 1730s shipworm epidemic, its consequences and potential remedies. Recently, for instance, Adam Sundberg compared the shipworm to both floods and cattle plagues during the late seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. In 2003, José Mouthaan published an article dealing with the contemporary debate about the shipworm epidemic. The sources she used consisted mainly of pamphlets and sermons. Other scholars, such as A. C. Carter-Le Mesurier and J. A. Bakker, also based their conclusions on the same material and on governmental documents, such as resolutions.

Until now the news media disseminating information about the shipworm infestation has not played a prominent role in research on the epidemic. However, its content and publication policy can teach us more about the ways in which societies dealt with catastrophes in the past. The degree of attention that news media devote to disasters is dependent on the many differences between these catastrophes. Tragedies taking place nearby and having many victims or much damage have always been breaking news in their immediate surroundings almost instantly, at least in political systems without censorship and fear of interfering authorities. On the other hand, slowly developing disasters usually generate only modest media attention in the beginning, followed by one or more peaks related to specific factors, such as new research or measures to solve the problems. Furthermore, it is evident that news about disasters may help to shape more resilience among the populations involved, but may also bring anxiety and unrest, particularly when sensational, false or ominous information has been presented. We may assume that, basically, this was not very different in previous centuries, although the ways in which people may react to catastrophes have changed considerably.

This article is intended as an early modern case study of the role of news media during catastrophes. How did contemporary Dutch news media report damage caused by the shipworm and how should we assess those reports? How did Dutch authorities use the newspapers to develop suitable measures against the shipworm? First, this article discusses the question of when and in which newspapers, news items about the shipworm appeared. The second section examines news sources that included, in contrast to newspapers, not only news but also comment on the disaster and documents about policies to fight the shipworm. Particular attention will be given to the Europische Mercurius [European Mercury], since this news digest – the most prominent of Dutch news digests of the time – contained several extensive appendices regarding the topic.

The shipworm infestation in contemporary Dutch newspapers

The 1730s shipworm disaster can be categorized as a disaster that had an unexpected and curious beginning, since it occurred in a small area and did not immediately escalate across a wide region. One might then expect that such a small-scale event would have few extensive news reports and at most perhaps the oral circulation of eyewitness accounts and occasional small items as more details about the calamity and proposed remedies became known. Does this expectation apply to the eighteenth-century epidemic in question?
In the search for relevant news reports it is important to bear in mind that Dutch newspapers were only published in the province of Holland, not in Zeeland, where the first damaged poles were discovered in 1730. However, the distance between Zeeland and the Holland presses was not far. Travellers between these neighbouring provinces must have spread information about the alarming situation swiftly. Still, during the autumn of 1730, the Holland newspapers of Amsterdam, Haarlem, Leiden and The Hague did not include any news reports about the Walcheren water defence problems at all. This strikes one as rather peculiar, even when we take into account that the Holland newspapers – published in this province since 1618 – included chiefly foreign news, while focusing their small share of domestic news mostly on authorized political announcements and shipping information related to the world of trade and commerce. Did Holland news suppliers consider the Zeeland damage unimportant or not yet sufficiently urgent, therefore leaving it to oral dissemination – or were other factors at stake? They probably did not feel comfortable publishing news about the situation, particularly in the beginning when the damaged poles could still be interpreted as the consequence of deferred maintenance. Although the Dutch Republic had a relatively free press, a critical attitude towards the authorities was not yet regarded as permissible. During the autumn of 1731, Holland newspapers also remained silent about West Frisian shipworm damage. Even the *Amsterdamse Courant*, published close to the afflicted region, did not mention anything. This repeated lack of newspaper reports about damage to the sea dikes strongly suggests self-censorship.

By 1732, the third year of the epidemic, the authorities still did not know how to tackle the problem. This state of affairs can also be considered a politically sensitive situation on which the newspapers were loath to report. It is, therefore, most striking, that the authorities themselves were the first to end the silence about the topic in the newspapers, by appealing to the Dutch population to come forward with solutions. During the summer of 1732, the Drechterland Water Board responsible for the affected West Frisian sea dikes, chose the Amsterdam newspaper’s advertorial section as a means to solicit citizen assistance several times. Citizens were invited to come up with suggestions and to test their inventions; they would need to contact the Hoorn or Enkhuizen dikereeve for this. At the same time, the States of Holland announced a call for tenders to deliver timber and other materials to repair the sea dikes. This notice may, to some extent, have given the readership a feeling of safety, since, at any rate, it displayed decisiveness concerning procedures to cope with the crisis.

Dutch authorities already had a long tradition of using newspapers as a medium to announce new or revised regulations, such as those concerning fairs and public transport, and also to publish notices describing missing persons or criminals on the run. However, this use of newspapers to ask the public’s help with a crucial problem was rather exceptional. It can be seen as an indication of the situation’s gravity. This also applies to the ‘recommendation’ of the States of Holland that Reformed ministers ask and pray God to end the infestation, while simultaneously admonishing their churchgoers to confess remorse. This call was considered news and reported in the newspaper columns – not in the advertisements – by the end of October 1732. In this case, the States of Holland followed other provinces, among them the Frisian States who had, according
to the newspapers, scheduled a day of prayer because of the shipworm problems on 3 September 1732. The newspaper editors undoubtedly felt the obligation to include these governmental announcements in their columns, thus following established practices of information about days of prayer in case of war and peace, pestilence, severe times and the prosecution of fellow believers.

In late 1732 and in 1733, the Rotterdam printer Hendrik van Pelt enhanced the popular idea that the shipworm should be regarded as divine punishment by advertising his publications in the newspapers, with titles such as ‘Een verzameling van de Oordeelen Gods, bestaande in zeewormen’ [A collection of God’s judgments consisting of shipworms] and ‘t’ Treur-kreet des overtredens tegen den Heere, betoogd in eene weeklage over t’ ontluysterde Nederland, ter geleegentheyd van t’ geduchte Oordeel der zeewormen’ [Mourning cry, concerning the misbehaviour against the Lord, argued in a lamentation about the tarnished Netherlands, on the occasion of the fearsome plague of the shipworms]. By including such advertisements and news about days of prayer, newspapers implicitly strengthened the narrative that the shipworm infestation was God’s reaction to sinful behaviour, and also that human solutions would remain insufficient. Although contemporaries were used to such forms of Christian rhetoric, they were repeatedly confronted with terrifying suggestions of the Dutch Republic’s future ruin. This must have intensified opinions about divine fate or destiny and limited human possibilities to control the circumstances.

At the same time, the 1732 and 1733 newspapers included a number of announcements about people experimenting with all kinds of possible means to structurally adapt sea dikes in order to end the shipworm threat. Readers following the advertorial sections could get an impression of the diversity of proposed remedies. For instance, in August 1732, not long after the governmental appeal mentioned above, a certain Paul Antoine Varet declared that he had invented a kind of pitch that would be tested near the city of Medemblik. During the same month, the experienced Jewish Amsterdam surgeon, Abraham German, advertised a rather vague remedy that could be used internally as well as externally. It is unlikely that his recipe was applicable, as German’s name does not return in later sources concerning the shipworms. Anyhow, during the last months of 1732, many Dutch citizens were not yet aware of the fact that wood was not a proper material for sustainably protecting new dikes against salt water. This can be perfectly demonstrated with advertisements published by the Gelderland city of Wageningen, situated in the heart of the Dutch Republic. In December 1732, Wageningen announced the public sale of trees in the s’Gravenhage Courant. A number of them were deemed suitable for use ‘as poles along the sea dikes’.

More apparently useful ideas followed in 1733, such as a plan for new dike constructions made from stone and iron. The advertisement for the booklet in which this idea was elaborated, published in the 16 June Amsterdam newspaper, stated that the publication had been sent to ‘the country’s sovereigns’. The remark in this advertisement about addressing the authorities must have given hope to the reading audience that the shipworm problem could be solved. The same applies to Pieter Voerman’s advertisements about his alleged invention in the newspapers’ autumn 1733 issues. They state that three poles of the Muiden dike, near
the city of Amsterdam, had been lubricated with different substances in 1732. One of those poles had been unaffected since then, so until the beginning of October 1733 – which the authorities would have confirmed through an official document. It also becomes clear via a few newspaper announcements that he had oiled several ships with the same substance as had been used for the undamaged pole. The relevant dike authorities, however, reacted in the 16 October newspaper that they were not yet convinced of the good effects of Voerman’s remedy and that his notification was misleading. In November, Voerman repeated his request to get provisional approval. He did not yet claim that his invention would be effective in the long term. More tests were needed to prove this, but he asked that they be carried out. It is obvious that he hoped to earn money with his product, but also that the authorities were careful and wished to avoid potentially false expectations. They used the same news medium as Voerman to contradict him – an intriguing indication of the early importance of newspapers as a communication platform between the state and its citizens in controlling reactions to disasters.

By the end of 1732, other news about the shipworm tragedy also entered the newspapers. Messages from the Southern Netherlands revealed that the molluscs had infected wooden coastal constructions such as lock gates in the Flemish towns of Blankenberge, Ostend and Nieuwpoort. The States of Flanders had started inspections. Dutch news readers could conclude from these reports that the problem was not restricted to the Dutch Republic. Furthermore, it was perhaps comforting to Dutch Protestants that God did not only punish them, but also Roman Catholics. January 1733 issues of the Dutch newspapers included news from Italy that Catholics in the Southern Netherlands had requested that the Pope pray for relief of the shipworm. Reportedly, the Brussels papal nuncio, who did not believe in human means to end the plague, sent a liqueur bottle containing a few shipworms to the Pope.

The way foreign newspapers treated the shipworm epidemic in the Netherlands would have been more disturbing to its citizens. The 13 January 1733 Amsterdam newspaper stated that the newspapers of the Swiss city of Bern and the German cities of Cologne and Nuremberg had reported that the city of Amsterdam stood on the brink of collapse. According to the Nuremberg newspaper, the richest Amsterdam merchants were already evacuating their houses and bringing their belongings to safety. Moreover, the Dutch authorities were supposed to have urged 12 cities and 200 villages to evacuate their inhabitants. The Bern and Cologne newspapers were said to have even stated that the shipworms gnawed stones and that the Amsterdam city hall was already sinking. The Amsterdam editor refuted this news by remarking that it had been made up by persons without the knowledge about the topic who wished to mislead the common people. Amsterdam merchants and entrepreneurs, in particular, must have hoped that foreign news suppliers would pick up this Amsterdam refutation, as negative news about their city could of course harm their business. In February 1733, also the Dutch States General emphasized – in their call for a day of prayer across the whole country – that the disaster was less serious than had been stated in many ‘unfounded rumours’.

The dissemination of news about the Dutch shipworm epidemic abroad can be further illustrated by a comic report published in the 24 April 1733 Leiden newspaper issue, which is rather characteristic of British parliamentary rhetoric. The new British
Member of Parliament representing County Kent had stated that he had to protest a new tax in the House of Commons, as he thought that the Dutch had protested against the devastation of the sea dikes by the shipworms. His comparison would have led to much hilarity according to the report, probably also among Dutch readers reading it in the Leydse Courant. At that moment the Dutch audience was already better informed. The episode nonetheless makes clear that Dutch problems with the shipworm were a well-known issue within British governmental circles. This is not strange, as the shipworms also threatened coastal areas in Britain.

Other news sources about the shipworm

Although Dutch newspapers did not yet function as a news medium comprehensively covering the Dutch administrative policy concerning the shipworm disaster in the 1730s, their advertisements referred to other sources in which readers could find further relevant information about the epidemic. During the last months of 1732, for instance, the Amsterdam newspaper published Jacob Duyn’s advertisements about his publication dedicated to the damage to Northern Holland and West Frisian sea dikes. The booklet included several surveys from the water boards, covering the results of their examinations and other activities to handle the difficult situation, followed by their joint appeal to the States of Holland asking for financial support. The water boards explained that they could no longer bear the high financial burden, resulting from expensive repairs and experiments regarding reconstruction.

Furthermore, in late December 1732, the Amsterdam bookseller and cartographer Hendrick de Leth was advertising a new map of West Frisia, including the ‘Vier Noorder Koggen’, the area most affected by the shipworm, in the The Hague newspaper. By choosing to advertise in the newspaper published in the political heart of the Dutch Republic, he probably intended to market his product to the circle of regents and civil servants – groups that had to be well informed about the situation. Detailed maps could be helpful for this. In 1733, De Leth and other booksellers also offered publications featuring a few promising dike restructuring proposals.

The Amsterdam newspaper report about the German and Swiss news, mentioned above, coincided with the publication of a pamphlet on the shipworm written by the Huguenot news reporter Jean Rousset de Missy, and published almost simultaneously in French and Dutch. Advertisements for both versions could be found in the newspaper editions of January 1733. Rousset opened his text with the remark that he felt duty-bound to react to false rumours. He continued with a few examples of the misleading foreign news and elaborated on them more extensively than the Amsterdam newspaper editor. He also gave rational explanations as to why the foreign reports were nonsense: shipworms could not live in sweet water, so they could not be present in the Amsterdam canals and damage city houses built on timber poles. Though foreign audiences clearly were not familiar with this knowledge, Dutch citizens already were, which must have diminished fear of the shipworm further inland.

In short, readers who wanted to know more about the state of affairs could go to the bookstores and buy a variety of publications about the shipworm epidemic, its
consequences and control. Among these publications were periodicals, the editors of which thought the epidemic a suitable subject to attract readers. Two of these periodicals were the Nederlandse Maendelykse Postryder [Netherlands Monthly Postal Rider], which included – according to newspaper advertisements – descriptions of the state of the dikes in the region West Frisia in the north of Holland, and the monthly Hollandse Spion [Holland Spy], which published a ‘unique story’ about the origin of the shipworm, late in 1732.33 Another example is Justus van Effen’s popular magazine De Hollandsche Spectator [The Holland Spectator], in which the author implicitly explained the shipworm disaster as divine punishment for the many so-called ‘sodomites’ who had been prosecuted in the Dutch Republic at the time.34 Van Effen assumed that people should exhibit remorse; otherwise human solutions would not help. However, it should also be

Figure 1 Frontispiece of the Europische Mercurius 43/1 (1732), with in the right corner below a pole damaged by shipworms. The frontispiece’s central figure is Mercury. He presents – as the messenger of the gods – news about Mediterranean affairs to Princess Europa who sits on Zeus in the form of a white bull. Copy University of Groningen Library (photograph Dirk Fennema, Haren, Netherlands).
noted that he favoured disclosure of information: The conditions of the disaster should not be concealed as a state secret, because the more people knew about the shipworm, the sooner a good solution would emerge. In this respect, he expressed an enlightened opinion.

The news digest Europische Mercurius, in particular, responded more adequately to the need for information by including appendices with much information and comments. The appendices were published in the 1732 and 1733 half-yearly volumes. The first 1732 volume even had a frontispiece in which the shipworm tragedy was depicted as one of the issue’s leading news items (Figure 1). Furthermore, a rhymed explanation of this frontispiece announced the volume’s first appendix with the lines: ‘Moreover, on the other side one sees, /The Worms’ plague in our Country: /T’will be treated in this Volume more extensively, /With more, (so that here I can be brief)’. Generally, the Europische Mercurius’ frontispieces did not depict many Dutch topics, which, again, emphasizes the journalistic value of the shipworm and anticipated public interest in 1732. Several other engravings accompanied the text in the appendices, such as a huge fold-out with pictures representing affected oak tree poles (Figure 2.).

The editor’s evaluating remarks in the Mercury’s appendices are the most interesting parts within the context of this article, as they give us a glimpse of the ongoing public debates and disputes surrounding the shipworm crisis. In the first appendix, the editor toned down the issue, which he felt many people had exaggerated, even the authorities; research would demonstrate that more poles had been affected by age than by the shipworm. This opinion must have been soothing to readers concerned by the epidemic. It also suggests that it was possible to criticize the responsible public bodies openly by August 1732.

**Figure 2** Fold-out in Europische Mercurius 43/1 (1732), between pp. 296-297, representing oak tree poles affected by shipworm. Copy University of Groningen Library (photograph Dirk Fennema, Haren, Netherlands).
In his first 1732 appendix, the digest’s editor did not wish to participate in the discussion about the shipworm’s origin, as he argued this would lead to pointless speculation. At that moment, he considered as a sure reason only that God was threatening the Dutch population because of its increasing sinfulness. However, in his second 1732 appendix, the editor revised his views in a comment in an article on the shipworm that had been published in a German newspaper. The shipworm could not be God’s punishment for any specific sins as people always sinned, and thus God would always have a reason to punish them. Furthermore, the then topical ‘sin’ of sodomy could not be the cause of the shipworm as the Dutch authorities had already severely and successfully prosecuted many sodomites the in previous years. In other words, God should rather have exhibited mercy towards the Dutch Republic instead of punishing the country.\footnote{Demonstrating this opinion definitely antagonized the ministers who had preached the opposite.}

Finally, the appendices also included the text of a dike reconstruction project as proposed by Drechterland Water Board secretary Seger Lakenman, and a shortened version of a treatise about the shipworm itself, written by physician Cornelius Belkmeer.\footnote{Overall, the Europische Mercurius functioned as an instructive news medium, offering adequate detail in combination with the studied comment. Many readers would have appreciated this, as they would not have been able to find such information in contemporary newspapers.}

**Final remarks**

The coverage of the Dutch 1730s shipworm disaster fits into the pattern of limited media attention early on and, subsequently, a few peaks offering more information. The first peak was a rather modest one during the summer of 1732, and the second, a bit more sizeable, but still a relatively unimpressive one, started in late 1732 and continued into the first months of 1733. Contemporary readers could not yet have extracted from the newspapers an ongoing account of the development of the infestation from its start in 1730, neither would they have been able to find opinions about the ways in which the problems could have been solved in those papers. For this, they needed other news media, in particular pamphlets and periodicals. Still, the newspapers functioned as messengers, as they included advertisements for the sale of other printed media on the disaster. This means that such advertisements were not only commercial messages but also had news value.

None of the Dutch news media reported on the shipworm infestation immediately upon its discovery; the first news items appeared only two years later. The news media followed the responsible authorities, who were the first to end the silence in this disaster, by appealing to Dutch citizens for solutions. In doing so, governmental institutions created a more open atmosphere to deal with the crisis, in which very divergent ideas could be expressed via a printed material. Furthermore, Dutch newspapers reacted to false, misleading and harmful news that had been published in foreign news media. This also took place during the second ‘peak’ of media attention when more had already become known about the shipworm, and at a time when several proposals concerning
new sustainable sea defences were circulating. Although the ultimate effects of those plans were not yet clear, the Dutch audience must already have been calmed down in those months following their initial period of consternation.

The whole time span of the shipworm tragedy has been characterized as ‘a shipworm psychosis’. So far, historiography has explained this mental state by connecting it with other concerns of the time: supposed economic decline, oligarchic corruption and anxiety as a result of sodomite prosecutions and cattle plagues. These linkages are definitely useful, as they may help to understand specific contemporary reactions. However, this analysis shows that Dutch news media did not exaggerate the shipworm problem. On the contrary, they generally reacted rationally and concisely, and certainly not sensationally. Moreover, they did not report emotional or tense behaviour among the population. This leads to the impression that Dutch society was more resilient as regards the shipworm disaster of the 1730s than has hitherto been suggested.
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